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Abstract: According to the democratic borders argument, the democratic legitimacy of a state’s regime of 

border control requires granting foreigners a right to participate in the procedures determining it. This 

argument appeals to the All-Subjected Principle, which implies that democratic legitimacy requires all those 

subject to political power have a right to participate in determining the laws governing its exercise. The 

scope objection claims that this argument presupposes an implausible account of subjection and hence of 

the All-Subjected Principle, which absurdly implies that all domestic laws subject foreigners. I argue this 

objection misconstrues the logical structure of the legal requirements enshrined in domestic laws: domestic 

laws typically enshrine narrow-scope, not wide-scope, legal requirements. To be sure, some state laws do 

subject foreigners, and the All-Subjected Principle conditions democratic legitimacy on granting foreigners 

some say in determining them. But the best reading of the Principle does not have such general expansionary 

implications. 

 

According to the democratic borders argument, a state’s regime of border control is democratically 

legitimate only insofar as it is determined by political decision-making procedures in which not just citizens 

but also foreigners have the right to participate (Abizadeh 2008). The argument’s first premise consists in 

a widely recognizable principle of democratic legitimacy: the exercise of political power is democratically 

legitimate only to the extent that it is democratically justified to all persons subject to it—where democratic 

justification requires granting persons the right to participate in deciding the laws governing the exercise of 

political power over them. This normative premise has come to be known as the All-Subjected Principle: it 

says that, for political rule to be democratically legitimate, those subject to it must have a right of democratic 

say.1 The second premise notes an empirical fact: a bounded regime of border control subjects not just 

                                                      

1 The main rival is, of course, the All-Affected Interests Principle. See Dahl (1989: ch. 9); Goodin 

(2007); Beckman (2009); Näsström (2011); Owen (2012). 
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citizens but also foreigners to its legal requirements and to the state’s exercise of political power in 

coercively enforcing those requirements. Therefore, a regime of border control is democratically legitimate 

only to the extent that both citizens and foreigners have democratic rights to participate in the political 

procedures governing it. 

Numerous objections can be raised against this argument. The conclusion may be granted, but then 

trivialized by arguing that normative considerations other than democratic legitimacy frequently justify, all 

things considered, denying foreigners rights to participate in determining a polity’s border regime (Wellman 

2008, 2020). Or the second premise may be disputed, on the grounds that states’ regimes of border control 

fail to subject foreigners to coercion (Miller 2010; but see Abizadeh 2010). Or the first premise may be 

rejected, on the grounds that democratic legitimacy does not rely on the All-Subjected Principle, at least 

not in the form on which the argument depends (Song 2012).  

My interest here is in an objection of the last type. The democratic borders argument presumes that 

to be subject to a legal requirement it is sufficient that the law require some action (or omission) of one, 

and to be subject to coercion it is sufficient that one be the object of a credible threat of the deployment of 

force should one not comply with the requirement—regardless of whether one would have ever intended to 

act otherwise in the absence of the requirement or threat. Some have argued, however, that if one 

understands being subject in this way, as required by the democratic borders argument, then not just border 

laws, but almost all apparently domestic laws turn out to subject foreigners to their legal requirements 

and—insofar as those requirements are backed up with coercion—to state coercion (Saunders 2011: 70-71; 

Beckman 2014: 264). Even British traffic laws, for example, would apparently apply to foreigners who 

never set foot on British soil, and subject them to coercion, because, after all, the laws require that if they 

were to set foot in Britain and drive, they must do so on the left side of the road, and communicate the fact 

that if they were to drive on the right side of the road in Britain, then they would be punished. 

The upshot is that the All-Subjected Principle so understood would require extending political 

rights of participation to foreigners in not just procedures determining regimes of border control, but also 
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those determining a very broad range of domestic laws and policies. This scope objection, which is part of 

a family of objections that challenge the All-Subjected Principle on the grounds that it is extensionally 

inadequate,2 is supposed to furnish a reductio ad absurdum of the democratic borders argument and the 

All-Subjected Principle on which it relies. I agree that were this objection valid, it would count as a reductio 

of both the democratic borders argument and of the All-Subjected Principle. But the objection, I shall argue, 

is not valid. To be sure, some types of state law do subject foreigners to their legal requirements and to 

coercion (Goodin 2016). But the democratic borders argument does not require an analysis of the All-

Subjected Principle according to which domestic laws in general do so. Or so I shall argue. 

The significance of the thesis defended here is therefore not restricted to the democratic borders 

argument. The scope objection, although initially raised against the democratic borders argument, has 

broader implications: it directly calls into question the plausibility of the All-Subjected Principle itself. 

Thus in refuting the scope objection, the present argument defends not only the democratic borders 

argument but also the All-Subjected Principle, by clarifying the scope of subjection and hence the proper 

construal of the Principle. It does so, moreover, regardless of how the All-Subjected Principle’s substantive 

trigger condition is interpreted: on a purely de jure interpretation of the Principle, being obligated to obey 

the state’s legal requirements is sufficient to ground a right of democratic say (even if the state does not or 

cannot enforce those requirements); on a de facto interpretation, being subject to the state’s exercise of 

political power is sufficient (even if the state does not deem one obligated to obey); on a conjunctive 

interpretation, being under a legal obligation to obey legal requirements that the state also effectively 

enforces is sufficient; and, finally, on a disjunctive interpretation, being subject either de jure or de facto is 

                                                      

2 For a different scope objection, see Andrić (2020). 
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sufficient.3 The scope objection applies to the de jure condition insofar as domestic laws’ requirements also 

apply foreigners; it applies to the de facto condition insofar as coercively enforced domestic laws subject 

foreigners to coercion. My thesis is that, whether understood in a de jure, de facto, conjunctive, or 

disjunctive way, the All-Subjected Principle is best understood as presupposing a logically narrow-scope 

interpretation of subjection to legal requirements, coercion, and political rule. This narrow-scope 

interpretation not only shores up the democratic borders argument, it also provides the most plausible 

construal of the All-Subjected Principle. This is because the plausibility of construing the All-Subjected 

Principle as specifying a constituent requirement of democratic legitimacy depends on its extensional 

adequacy—in the sense of cohering with considered judgements about the scope of inclusion required for 

democratic legitimacy in particular cases (Andrić 2020). 

The key to refuting the scope objection is to notice that it relies on a specific analysis of the logical 

structure of coercive laws’ requirements and their application. A requirement (whether a legal, moral, or 

prudential requirement, for example) may be analysed in terms of a proposition p specifying the content of 

what is required—call it the ‘required proposition’ (Broome 2013: 117)—and a deontic modal operator O 

standing in for ‘It is obligatory that’ or ‘It is required that’. For example, if one is required to speak softly, 

the required proposition is that one speak softly, and we can represent the whole requirement as O(p), where 

p stands for ‘one speak softly’. Of course an unconditional requirement such as this would be nothing more 

than a torturer’s invention and would very soon run up against a dry mouth: a more plausible requirement 

would be conditional, as most requirements are—for example, conditional on speaking, or even on speaking 

                                                      

3 López-Guerra (2005) can be read as defending either the purely de jure or, as Beckman (2014) 

suggests, the conjunctive interpretation (which Beckman himself also defends); Abizadeh (2012) can be 

read as defending either the purely de facto or, as Goodin (2016: 372, note 19) suggests, the disjunctive 

interpretation; Erman (2014) explicitly defends the disjunctive interpretation. 
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in places like a library. 

There are, however, two basic ways in which a requirement may be conditional. On the one hand, 

a requirement may be conditional because the required proposition p is itself conditional in form: e.g. O(if 

one speaks in a library, then one speak softly). Here, the modal operator applies to the whole conditional 

content of the required proposition. On the other hand, a requirement may be conditional in its application. 

Here, the modal operator applies only to the consequent: e.g. If one speaks in the library, then O(one speaks 

softly). The former is called a logically wide-scope requirement because the modal operator applies widely, 

to the whole conditional, the latter a logically narrow-scope requirement because the modal operator applies 

narrowly, to the consequent only (Broome 2013: ch. 8). 

Now consider a hypothetical domestic Canadian anti-pollution law that requires not polluting above 

a threshold of x units per year, and threatens to punish anyone who violates the legal requirement with a 

substantial fine. On a logically wide-scope interpretation of the legal requirement, what the law requires is 

itself conditional in form (i.e., the force of the legal requirement applies to a conditional proposition): 

[W] It is legally required that: if one is on Canadian territory, one not pollute more than x 

units per year. 

What is legally required is articulated in the conditional proposition after the colon. The modal operator (‘It 

is legally required that’) applies widely, to the whole conditional proposition (‘if…year’). By contrast, on 

the logically narrow-scope interpretation, the required proposition takes an unconditional form, but the 

requirement is conditionally circumscribed (i.e., the force of the legal requirement applies narrowly, to the 

consequent only): 

[N] If one is on Canadian territory, it is legally required that: one not pollute more than x 

units per year. 

In [N], what is legally required is that one not pollute above threshold x, but the legal requirement applies 

conditionally, only to those on Canadian territory. By contrast, the logically wide-scope interpretation [W] 

implies that the law’s scope of application is not territorially restricted: the conditional legal requirement 
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applies to everyone. We can bring out this difference by making explicit to whom the legal requirement 

applies on each interpretation: 

[W’] It is legally required of everyone that: if one is on Canadian territory, one not pollute 

more than x units per year. 

[N’] It is legally required of those on Canadian territory that: one not pollute more than x 

units per year. 

The scope objection imputes the logically wide-scope rather than narrow-scope analysis of laws, including 

domestic laws, to the democratic borders thesis and the All-Subjected Principle it presupposes. 

This may seem a distinction without a difference; after all, whether we interpret the hypothetical 

anti-pollution law as taking the form [W] or [N] makes no difference to identifying violations of its legal 

requirement. On either interpretation, the only persons who violate the law are those who excessively 

pollute in Canada. But which interpretation is correct has significant implications for how to construe the 

scope of the All-Subjected Principle. 

To bring the difference into relief, we must focus on not just how one may violate legal 

requirements, but also how one may fulfil them. On the wide-scope interpretation, one may fulfil the 

Canadian anti-pollution law in two ways: either by being on Canadian territory and not polluting more than 

x units per year, or by not being on Canadian territory. In other words, the wide-scope interpretation implies 

that those who are not on Canadian territory do not merely not violate the law, but also positively fulfil it. 

By contrast, on the narrow-scope interpretation, there is only one way to fulfil the law: by polluting less 

than x units while on Canadian territory. To be sure, those who are not on Canadian territory do not violate 

the law; but on the narrow interpretation they do not fulfil it either. The upshot is that, on the narrow 

interpretation, the Canadian anti-pollution law does not subject those outside of Canada: the legal 

requirement does not apply to them, and there is consequently no obligation imposed on, or threat of 

sanction directed towards, them. 

Which of the two interpretations of the scope of domestic laws is correct? The scope objection turns 
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wholly on this question. The objection not only presupposes the logically wide-scope interpretation of 

domestic legal requirements but, when directed against the de facto and conjunctive versions of the All-

Subjected Principle, it assumes that the scope of legal coercion tracks the scope of the legal requirement. It 

is true that the former need not necessarily be coterminous with the latter. For example, the coercive threat 

attached to the legal requirement may not be credible, or perhaps not credible for everyone, or perhaps less 

credible for some. Think here of jurisdictions in which punishment for various crimes are meted out 

disproportionately to ethnic minorities or to less privileged classes; or think of legal requirements that the 

state cannot effectively enforce in some regions. (It is even possible to formalize such inequality, formally 

attaching threats for only some who are subject to the legal requirement. Think here of the Ancien Régime, 

under which aristocrats could violate legal requirements with impunity, or of ambassadors today who, 

although subject to their host country’s legal requirements, enjoy diplomatic immunity from punishment.) 

In cases like these the scope of legal coercion would not be perfectly coterminous with the scope of the 

legal requirement itself: some who are subject to the legal requirement would not be subject to effective 

coercive enforcement. A partisan of the All-Subjected Principle (and democratic borders argument) might 

therefore seek to avoid the scope objection’s reductio by granting the logically wide-scope interpretation 

of legal requirements, but (a) embracing the de facto or conjunctive version of the Principle and (b) denying 

that the coercive threats directed towards foreigners are credible. I do not pursue this response for three 

reasons. First, once the logically wide-scope interpretation is granted, the premise (b) that the coercive 

threats are not credible seems implausible: it is true that states often cannot effectively enforce their laws 

against foreigners abroad, but the wide-scope interpretation assumes that domestic laws subject foreigners 

in virtue of what might happen if those foreigners enter the state’s territory. Second, methodologically, I 

wish to refute the scope objection viewed under the most charitable light, i.e., granting the auxiliary 

assumptions it needs to go through. Finally, I seek to refute the scope objection for any version of the All-

Subjected Principle, not just its de facto or conjunctive versions. I shall therefore grant the assumption that 

the scope of the legal requirements and of their coercive enforcement are coterminous. 
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The question therefore is whether domestic legal requirements are correctly interpreted as logically 

wide- or narrow-scope. We can best spot the answer if we examine a law that not only credibly threatens 

punishment against anyone who violates its requirements, but also credibly offers reward to anyone who 

fulfils them. The point is to test intuitions by specifying a law whose threat and offer both perfectly track 

the scope of the legal requirement itself. 

Consider again the legal requirement of minimal annual pollution, but this time enshrined in a law 

that not only credibly threatens anyone who violates it with a fine, but also credibly offers anyone who 

fulfils it an ‘eco-credit’ (which one could sell in a pollution credits market). Here the scope of the legal 

requirement, threat, and offer are all coterminous. On the narrow-scope interpretation, the legal 

requirement, and hence the threats and offers attached to it, are addressed only to persons on Canadian 

territory; therefore, only those on Canadian territory who do not pollute above the threshold will receive 

the credit. But the wide-scope interpretation implies that the law puts the Canadian government on the hook 

for rewarding every person who lives outside Canada. The logically wide-scope analysis of the law, in other 

words, yields an absurd interpretation of the scope of the offer enshrined in it. 

Although the contingent addition of credible threats and rewards helps to test intuitions about the 

legal requirement’s scope, this verdict is not restricted to laws with the peculiarity of offering rewards for 

fulfilment. What matters for our analysis is determining the scope of the legal requirement, i.e., the persons 

to whom the legal requirement applies. This is perfectly coterminous with the scope of persons who could 

in principle positively fulfil or violate the requirement (whether or not fulfilment is rewarded). Those to 

whom a legal requirement applies fulfil the requirement by doing as it requires, and violate it by not doing 

as it requires; but those to whom it does not apply, so long as it does not apply to them, can neither fulfil it 

(because it requires nothing of them) nor violate it (because, not requiring anything of them, there is nothing 

they could do to violate it). It follows that the wide-scope analysis yields an implausible analysis of the 

scope of the legal requirement itself: it assumes that foreigners not only do not violate the Canadian law, 

but they positively fulfil it, and that if there were a credible reward attached to fulfilment, then Canada 
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would be on the hook to reward foreigners. 

I conclude that domestic laws in general—even domestic laws whose requirements are paired with 

coercive threats but not offers, such as laws against murder—are most plausibly analyzed as having 

jurisdictionally circumscribed narrow-scope legal requirements, addressed only to their own population, 

and that any credible threats backing them up subject only their own population.4 

It is true, of course, that some laws are addressed to foreigners outside their state’s territory. This 

is typical for borders laws. Consider, for example, the following law: 

[U] It is legally required that: one not enter Canadian territory without the Canadian state’s 

authorization. 

This is a law claiming universal jurisdiction: it applies to everyone—its scope is global—not because its 

requirement is wide-scope in logical structure, but because its legal requirement is not conditional, whether 

in a wide- or narrow-scope way, on territorial presence at all. (Notice: unlike [W] and [N], no ‘if’ is used 

to state the legal requirement’s scope; there is no condition that is either wide or narrow scope.) The legal 

requirement applies to everyone and, assuming a credible coercive threat is made against violations, the 

border law subjects everyone to coercion. That is all the democratic borders argument requires, and which 

the All-Subjected Principle furnishes. 

By contrast, the narrow-scope logical structure of domestic laws’ requirements (which are domestic 

because conditional on territorial presence or citizenship) implies that many if not most are not directed to 

                                                      

4 A referee has suggested that the logically narrow-scope interpretation also seems to fit much better 

the justifications typically given in defence of the All-Subjected Principle, namely, that having a democratic 

say over the terms of one’s own subjection serves the value of autonomy, self-government, independence, 

or non-domination (Abizadeh 2008: 39-41; López-Guerra 2005: 221; Goodin 2016: 214). 
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foreigners outside of the country’s territory, and hence do not subject them to their requirement or to 

coercion. The All-Subjected Principle deployed in the democratic borders argument therefore does not have 

the immediately expansionary implications that some have imputed to it for all laws in general. It is not 

subject to the reductio that the scope objection claims it is. The All-Subjected Principle properly understood 

presupposes a logically narrow-scope interpretation of the scope of domestic legal requirements and their 

coercive backing, and hence of political subjection.5 
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